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FRENCH TURN OF THE CENTURY BROWN AND BLACK TRAMP ART HAND-
CARVED FOLK MIRROR

$2,650
A French Turn of the Century Tramp Art period hand-carved mirror with large protruding corners. Evoke the essence of French

craftsmanship with this resplendent French Turn of the Century Tramp Art Mirror, a virtuoso exhibit of meticulous hand-
carving and arresting design. Enveloped in a symphony of rich hues - dark brown, black ebonized, light brown, and reddish-
brown, this mirror radiates with an antique charm that is both timeless and captivating. The frame, akin to a tapestry woven
with care, features waves of alternating colors cascading across the sides. Each hue, carefully chosen, compliments the other
and brings to life an evocative palette that is rich and inviting. The waves, delicately etched, dance and shimmer, an eternal
dance frozen in wood. Embedded within the frame, one will find raised diamond motifs, adding depth and complexity. Each

diamond, precisely carved, is a testament to the artisan’s dexterity and the laborious hours spent in creating this masterpiece.

However, the pièce de résistance of this mirror lies in its large, audaciously protruding corners. Inspired by arrows, these
corners are an homage to direction and movement. They seem to point towards an adventure waiting to be had. They lend an
architectural boldness to the piece, making it impossible to ignore. This French Tramp Art mirror is not just a mirror; it is an
heirloom waiting to be passed down. Whether poised above a rustic fireplace or used as an artistic focal point in a hallway, it

implores you to not just look, but to see. It is an invitation to lose oneself in the depth of its craftsmanship, and to find oneself in
the stories it has to tell.

Height: 29.25 in (74.3 cm)

Width: 25 in (63.5 cm)
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Depth: 1.75 in (4.45 cm)

SKU: A 4456
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